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1 Introduction: Moving beyond the analysis of digitized text 

The widespread digitization has profoundly impacted research practices in the social sciences. 
The ubiquity of digital data has enabled research projects on scales that were almost inconceiv
able a mere 30 years ago. As human coding is often no longer a viable option to deal with the 
inunense amounts of data, scholars have begun to embrace methodological innovations that 
aim to automate the transposition of digitized information into data points. Among the most 
successful and most widely employed techniques is the automated analysis of text, which has 
become a staple ofsocial science research (Grimmer & Stewart, 2013; Lucas et al„ 2015; Wilk
erson & Casas, 2017). But even though text mining has yielded cru cial insights in a number of 
disciplinary subfields, scholars have yet to appreciate the füll potential of the universal digitiza
tion for the social sciences. 

While some studies have recently staned using techniques fo r the automated analysis of 
still images (H aim & Jungblut, fonhcoming; Peng, 2018; Williams et al „ 2020; Zhang & Pan, 
2019), almost no social science contributions have adopted tools for the automated analysis 
of other forms of digitized media, such as audio or video recordings. N ot only do these data 
promise new and valuable insights, our perspective on some social phenomena clearly remains 
incomplete when we disregard visual information. The most obvious example is social media 
research. Our focus on textual information has severely hampered our understanding of these 
platforms, where ideas are fre quently expressed as images and videos and where the visual cues 
arguably dominate the textual ones. 

Studying the visual cues of social media posts underlines the need for embracing automated 
tools to make sense of the vast amounts of data that are continuously generated on these plat
forms . While previous studies have analyzed social media imagery using manual classification 
(Kharroub & Bas, 2016; Neumayer & R ossi , 2018; R ose et al„ 2012), these efforts are limited 
by the size of the data and the costs of human coders . These problems are compounded by the 
fact that we are rypically interested in multiple dimensions of digitized media, further increasing 
the need for human coders, thus limiting the amount of material that can be covered. 

While social scientists have so far resisted adopting tools for studying images and video data, 

tremendous progress in computer science has been made to analyze this rype of data using auto
mated systems . The aim of this chapter is to highlight ome of these potentials and to encourage 
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researchers to make greater use of the available techniques for analyzing digitized media. This 
chapter focuses on the automated analysis of video footage, but the underlying methods are 

imilar across the different data rypes, not least due to the similariry of still images and videos. 
In either case, machine learning is used to dassify images or video data based on a sample of 
human-coded training data. 

To showcase the possibilities, section 2 begins with an overview of rypical scenarios and tools 
fo r dassifying video footage . Section 3 provides a summary of current research in the social 
ciences to give a sense of the type of research question that can be explored with video data. 
ection 4 illustrates a case study in greater detail. Section 5 condudes with a discussion of some 

conceptual and methodological challenges and research perspectives. 

2 Tue state of the art in automated video analysis 

The core objective of machine learning is to automate data analysis. Machine learning replaces 

:.i.e need for human coders who would otherwise have to perform mundane and repetitive 
- ks. This is especially true for high-bandwidth data such as videos, which require human 
m notators to be attentive for long stretches of time while - depending on the specific coding 
- k - paying attention to the audio and video rracks at once. 

The tasks in automated video analysis are highly diverse, and a multitude of subtasks depend 
n the desired characteristics and the intended usage of such systems. Common tasks are the 

..:etection ofhumans or generic objects (object detection), localization ofbody parrs (pose esti
::iation), detection ofhigher-level actions (activiry recognition), and identification and tracking 

'humans (person re-identification) based on certain features such as face, gait, or appearance. 
Ever since Krizhevsky and colleagues (2012) have shown the enormous potential of deep 

~eural networks for image dassification, the research on automated video analysis has shifted 
- wards deep convolutional neural networks (CNNs). We will introduce the aforementioned 

-oncepts in the context of CNNs, as they usually outpe1form other approaches (Wang et al., 
- 11) . 

At a fundamental level, automated video analysis can be thought of as the analysis of a series 
:-images. A basic dassification task might consist of predicting a certain dass labe! from a pre
fined !ist of possible classes for a single image or a series of images. Object deteccion extends 
·s setup by also predicting the location of an objecr in the form of a rectangular bounding box. 

e of the earliest CNN-based methods in the area of object detection was the region-based 
, N (R-CNN; Girshick et al., 2014). R-CNN has a two-stage object detection pipeline: 

t, region proposals, that is, a set ofbounding boxes, are generated through a selective search 
orithm (Uijlings et al., 2013). In the second stage, these regions are dassified with a CNN 
belonging to a dass from a !ist of possible dasses or as background in cases where the region 
s not contain an object . 

Due to the slow inference speed of R-CNN, multiple improvements to the region pro
al and classification stage have been proposed in Fast R-CNN (Girshick, 2015) and Faster 

-CNN (Ren et al., 2015) . As even Faster R-CNN is too slow for real-time inference, recent 
'"'!Search has shifted towards anchor box-based predictions instead of region proposals. Anchor 

x-based detection architectures directly regress coordinates of bounding boxes and do not 
quire a separate region proposal stage. Research has also looked into more efficient CNN 

kbone architectures such as MobileNet (H oward et al., 2017) and SqueezeNet (Iandola 
al ., 2016) , specifically designed for use on mobile devices. Examples of real-time detection 

-mieworks are the single-shot multibox detector (SSD; Liu et al. , 201 6) and YOLO (Redmon 
al., 2016; R edmon & Farhadi, 2017). 
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The recent Mask R-C (He er al„ 2017) exrends rhe idea ofFaster R-CNN and predicts 
a fine-grained segmentarion mask in addition to rhe coarse object bounding box. This results 
in more derailed object contours as generic rectangular regions ofren contain a !arge number 
of non-objecr pixels. 

Regarding humans in video foorage, fine-grained predictions are ofren clone in the form of 
pose estimation (Cao er al„ 2019; Wei er al„ 2016). In this case, several key points on the human 
body, such as Joints, eyes, and ears, are predicted and merged into a full skeleton. This can be 
clone in 2D (image space) or in 3D (world space) based on rriangulation from multiple single 
views or depth cameras. Specialized pose esrimarion focuses on fine-grained detection of sub
parts of the human body, such as hands, which can deliver precise information about gestures. 

All of these techniques can be applied to single frames of a video and tracked over time, rhat 
is, an objecr can be tracked in a video by applying object detection at every frame and con

necting the resulting bounding boxes based on rhe overlap berween the individual frames. Fora 
higher-level understanding of videos - such as activiry recognition - still images are insufficient, 
as they do nor contain temporal comext . In order to exploit the high performance of single
image classification networks, Donahue and colleagues (2015) proposed extracting single-image 
CNN features at specific time sreps in videos and passing them to a long short-term memory 
(LSTM) module (H ochreirer & Schmidhuber, 1997). LSTMs are commonly used for sequence 
processing, as they can encode and propagate stares over multiple time steps and capture long
tenn dependencies within the input dara. 

CNNs are also commonly used for person (re-)identification. Here, the task is usually 
defined as retrieving similar images from a gallery given a single query image. For example, in 
a surveillance rask, the query could be rhe image of a suspect, while the gallery consists of foot
age from a surveillance camera. As there are an unknown number of identities in the gallery, 
(re-)identification differs from a normal classification task. Insread, models in this area predict 
the sim.ilariry between rwo inpurs based on a metric such as Euclidean distance. One of the 
most popular works was published by Schroff and colleagues (2015), who use CNNs to learn 
a compact feature embedding for an input image. During training, embeddings from images 
showing the same person are optirnized to be closer than embeddings from images showing 
different persons. 

Given the increasing populariry of automated video analysis, several software solutions have 
been published in recem years. One of the most popular open source soluti ons for pose estima
tion is OpenPose,2 which offers a multirude of different pose-related solutions such as body and 
hand keypoint estimation in 2D and 3D. For srandard image classification tasks, many pretrained 
models are available for commonly used CNN archirectures. Ofrentimes, the ImageN et data set 
(Deng er al„ 2009) is used for pretraining, as it offers a diverse set of 1,000 different classes that 
cover mosr objects found in everyday life. Similarly, deep learning frameworks such as PyTorch 
(Pasczke et al„ 2019) offer prerrained solutions for objecr detection, semantic segmentation, 
instance segmentation, and action recognition.3 Even if rhese models are not rrained on a dass 
required for a specialized prediction task, rhey can srill be used as a srarring point for fine-runing, 
rhus easing rhe training process and reducing the need fo r additional training data. 

3 Current applications in the social sciences 

Even though rools for the auromated analysis of video data are well established in computer 
science, and even though there is great potential to advance social science research with video 
data in a number of areas, efforts to apply computer vision in empirical social research are rare. 
To provide an overview of this nascent research field, it is helpful to distinguish between the 
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audio and visual componems of video recordings. While we have seen some analyses of still 
images (H aim & Jungbluc, forthcoming; Peng, 2018; Zhang & Pan, 2019), the analysis of mov
ing images is virtually nonexistent in the social sciences. By contrast, analyses of audio data have 
been somewhat more common. 

In a series of papers, Dietrich and colleagues study audio recordings of political speech, 
where vocal pitch is taken as an indicator for the emotional intensity of speakers . Analyzing 
speeches in the US H ouse ofRepresentatives , Dietrich et al. (2019) find that female legislators 
exhibit greater varia tion in vocal pitch when they address women. Dietrich and Juelich (2018) 
analyze the vocal pitch of Hillary Clinton and D onald Trump during the televised debates in 
ehe 2016 Presidential election campaign . The authors find that candidates' vocal pitch is related 
to the content of their speech, in that candidates addressing core party issues exhibit higher 
standardized vocal pitch. Additionally, Dietrich and colleagues have analyzed the vocal pitch 
during oral arguments before the US Supreme Court, which famously only publishes audio 
recordings of their deliberations, but does not allow video cameras in the court room. Dietrich 
et al . (2019) find that the Justices signal their eventual vote choice during oral argument. The 
Supreme Court deliberations are also analyzed by Knox and Lucas (forthcoming). Based on a 
general speech classifier, ehe authors train a model eo detect skepticism in ehe utterances of the 
Justices (Knox and Lucas forthcoming). 

While analyses of audio recordings have been - comparatively - more common in ehe 
recent social science literature, a few studies have also analyzed video recordings. For example, 
Dietrich presents analyses of video footage from the US H ouse of Representatives (forthcom
ing, 2015). In these contributions, Dietrich is interested in how the increasing polarization in 
the U S political system manifests in ehe behavior of legislators on ehe House fl.oor. He argues 
that as ehe polarization has intensified, legislators have become less likely to interact wich their 
counterparts from ehe opposing party - they are literally less likely to cross ehe aisle. To test this 
behavioral upshot of ehe changing political landscape, ehe author studies video footage from 
ehe H ouse of Representatives that is published by C-SPAN. Dietrich specifically focuses on 
the video segments during ehe proceedings when legislators take a roll call vote. During vot
ing, C-SPAN shows an overhead shot of the plenary fl.oor. To pro:>..'Y the interactions between 
legislators, Dietrich relies on a fairly simple technique that compares the pi.,xels in ehe overhead 
shots , where more dissimilarity between two frames is taken as an indicator of more movement 
on the H ouse fl.oor. Assum.ing that crossing the aisle - moving across the screen to interact with 
members of ehe opposing party - creates greater dissimilarity between ehe frames, Dietrich 
confirms that ehe stability of the frames in the overheard shots has gone up over time. 

While ehe work by Dietrich is a good example of how video recordings can inform politi
cal research in diverse and unexpected ways, a more natural application is presented by Joo 
and colleagues (2019) . The authors conduce an exploratory analysis to assess whether machine 
learning is useful for automatically classifying video recordings of political actors . Studying 
footage from the first televised debate between Hillary Clinton and Donald Trump during the 
2016 presidential election campaign, ehe auchors manually code a varie ty of nonverbal candidate 
behaviors. ext, they extract facial and pose characceristics of ehe candidates from the footage 
using scandard libraries, among them OpenPose, introduced in ehe previous section (Cao et al. , 
2019). Based on these feacures, ehe authors train a neural necwork to predict ehe manual codes . 
Overall, their model performs reasonably well, suggesting that automated video analysis may 
greatly decrease ehe need for manual labor in chis research area, opening up enormous potentials 
fo r large-scale comparative work. 

While these initial applications of automated video analysis in the social sciences show grea t 
promise, there is a lot of room for additional research . First, much of ehe work using audio and 
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video dara is explorarory and descriptive in nature. while these tools have yet ro be incorporated 
into more conventional research programs with an explanarory interest. Second, applications 
of computer vision in the social sciences have not yet made full use of the tools that have been 
developed in recent years and that have become more easily accessible to interested research
ers as highlighred in ehe previous section. Third, digitized video recordings are available in 
many areas thac have not yec found their way into social science applications . What is more, 
the published studies have occasionally discarded relevant parcs of the data . Specifically, none 
of the studies included in ehe overview have integrated audio and video data to ni.ake the most 
of ehe available data. While rhe video or audio component is not always available or relevant for 
the research question, some of the studies on political speech could easily benefit from adding 
the video componenc of ehe foocage. To further highlight the potentials of automated video 
analysis for empirical social research , the next section will discuss an application from legislative 

politics in greater detail. 

4 A sample application: Analyzing parliamentary video footage 

In a move to increase the transparency of parliamentary activities, many legislatures have allowed 
chird-party cameras into the plenary chamber or have begun publishing video recordings of the 
plenary proceedings themsel ves (R yle, 1 991 ) . Over time, these efforts have become more tech
nologically sophisticated and , nowadays, digitized video footage of parliamentary proceedings is 
available on many parliamentary websites . 

For researchers incerested in legislative politics, these data hold an enormous potential. In 
addition to enabling analyses of parliamentary behaviors that are not recorded in the minutes 
of the plenary proceedings , such as legislator atcendance or interactions, parliamentary video 
footage is characterized by several features that make it particularly suitable for an automated 
analysis. Most importantly. video footage of parliamentary proceedings is more uniform than 
footage generated in other contexts, say, videos from traditional or social media. Knowing what 
is concained in a collection of videos greatly simplifies the classification task. First and foremost, 
we do not need to distinguish becween relevant and irrelevant foocage. For example, if we were 
incerested in protest imagery on social media, a key task would be to identify the relevant foot
age before moving to the analysis. But even beyond selecting the relevant footage, videos of par
liamentary proceedings are more uniform than video footage in other contexts, which means 
chat building a classification scheme and applying it to ehe videos is easier and more robust. For 
example. in the application presented here, we gauge ehe dynamics of plenary attendance from 
the parliamentary video footage. To chis end, we build a model to identify the legislators that 
are visible in the videos. This task is comparatively straightforwa rd , as ehe number ofle gislators 
is small, such that collecting training footage for the identification is simple and the classification 
accuracy is high . 

The video foocage of ehe plenary proceedings that is published by many parliamentary 
administrations typically focuses on ehe speaker. Such daca are weil suited for studying ques
tions about legislative speech. For example, analyses of ehe vocal pitch in audio recordings of 
political speech (Dietrich et al .. 2019) could easily be supplemented with video footage, as 
ehe video crack contains additional cues about the nonverbal characteristics of policical speech, 
such as facial expressions and body movemencs. In addi tion to shots of ehe speaker, some par
liamentary administrations intersperse cheir videos with shots of the full plenary, either ro make 
the footage - marginally! - more captivating or to bridge sequences in the proceedings when 
no speaker addresses ehe plenary. This is exploiced in ehe contribucion by Dietrich (forthcom
ing), who studies the overhead shors from ehe US H ouse of R epresentatives. While the work 
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Figure 22. 1 Camera locations in the Land tag Baden-Württemberg 

.\Jote: T he layour of rhe plenary chamber was adopred from rhe oflicial searing charr of rhe Landtag. 

by Dietrich constitu tes an excellent example of how these occasional shots of the plenary can 
inform research on legislative politics, the utility of this type of foo tage is nonetheless limited. 
ome of the m ost interesting questions on legislator behavior require a continuous record of 

ehe plenary proceedings and not j ust the occasional and often somewhat haphazardly inserted 
shots of the plenary chamber. 

To advance such a research program, we have collaborated with the Landtag Baden
Württembeig, a large German state-level parliament, to provide us with continuous fo otage of 
the plenary proceedings . T he parliamentary administration records the plenary chamber with 
three cameras, as displayed in Figure 22. 1, one focusing on the speaker (camera 3) and two 
fo cusing on the plenary (cameras 1 and 2). The footage that is published by the administration 
predominantly consists of footage of the speaker fro m camera 3, along with occasional sweeps 
across the plenary. H ence, most of the foo tage from cameras 1 and 2 is never published and 
typically deleted. To study interac tions in the Landtag, we have been able to secure the fo o tage 
from cameras 1 and 2 for one year betweenjuly 2018 and july 2019 . Specifically, the following 
analysis is based on footage from 31 plenary sessions, ordinarily las ting from mid-morning to 
weil in the evening. The sheer size of the data , 31 days with about 8-10 hou rs of video material 
per camera and day (31 X 2 X 9 = 558 hours or roughly 23 days) , highlights the need for auto
mating the anaJysis, as the cost fo r manually codi ng the material would be prohibitive - not to 
mention the human suffering caused by having to watch 23 straight days of plenary proceedings . 

The footage allows studying a variety of questions about legisla tive behavio r. For the sample 
application, we analyze which legislators are present in the plenary chamber at any given time. 
T his is more of a validation exercise and does not make use of the füll potential of this data 
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for research on legislative politics. We briefly highlight some areas where future research could 
build on these preliminary analyses at the end of this section. lt should be stressed, however, 
that even studying the ebbs and flows of plenary attendance is valuable in its own right and that 
this information is not available from the official parliamentary records otherwise. While some 
assemblies have legislators sign in when they enter the building or take attendance at the begin
ning of the session, to the best of our knowledge, no legislature in the world records whether 
legislators are actually present in the plenary chamber as the day progresses or whether they are 
attending a committee meeting, meeting with colleagues , or working in their offices. 

Capturing the patterns of parliamentary attendance from the video recordings involves two 
steps. In the first step, we employ a neural network to detect the faces in the videos (detection). 
In the second step, another neural network is used to assign the names of the legislators to the 
detected faces (identification) . For the identification step, we build a training data set containing 
photos and video clips of the legislators, so the model can learn the facial features of the legisla
tors. Both steps are standard tasks in computer vision, and robust tools have been developed that 
perform face detection and face identification with high levels of accuracy. For the detection 
part, the TinyFace architecture ofHu and R amanan (2017) was used, as it offers accurate detec
tions even fo r barely visible faces. The identification part was solved by an ImageN et pretrained 
R es et- 18 model (He et al„ 2016), which we fine-tuned with our legislator data set. Given the 
small number oflegislators - currently, the Landtag has 143 seats - the classification is correct in 
99.7 percent of cases based on a holdout validation set. 

For ehe validation step, we present two aggregate perspectives on the resulting attendance 
data . One, we study plenary attendance over the course of the day; two, we investigate plenary 
attendance by type of parliamentary procedure. For the first perspective, Figure 22.2 displays the 
average share oflegislators that were detected in the video foo tage in all 31 sessions. The figure 
distinguishes between a morning and an afternoon session, as the Landtag takes a lunch break 
for about an hour around 12 :30am. To combine the attendance figures from the individual 
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Figure 22.2 Average share ofdetected legislators in the Landtag over the course ofthe day 

.\lote: The figure displays the average share oflegislators that attended rhe plenary sessions over the course of the day 
across all 31 sessions in the analysis. To combine the figures from the different sessions, rhe morning and afternoon 
sessions were split inro five equally sized segments each. In addition to the overall average attendance shares in the 
10 segmems. the figure displays the values for the five parries that were represented in rhe La11drag at rhe time of the 
investigation. 
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sessions, rhe morning and afternoon sessions were splir imo 10 equally sized segmems, five in 
the morning and five in rhe afternoon. In addition to rhe overall average, Figure 22.2 displays 
the atrendance averages for ehe five parties wich a parliamencary represemation at the time ofthe 
investigarion. 

The resulrs generally supporr convemional wisdom abour legislative politics . Arrendance is 
noticeably lower in rhe afternoon rhan in rhe morning, which speaks to rhe quip, " rhere is no 
greater secrer rhan ehe spoken word in ehe plenary after 2pm" (H ohl, 2017, p. 18; translation 
by rhe aurhors) . Imerestingly, however, there is a clear uptick in attendance as the afternoon 
progresses, albeir not to ehe same levels as in rhe morning, which seems to belie rhe idea of an 
irrelevam parliamemary afternoon. Figure 22.2 suggesrs that while legislators tend to hang out 
at lu nch roo long, we do not find rhar attendance decreases as the session moves into the even
ing hours. Two facro rs may help explain this somewhat surprising finding. One, compared with 
many national parliaments, where legislative sessions can easily run past midnight, the Landtag 
typically finishes its business in the early evening, making it less burdensome for legislators to 
stay umil the end. Two, rhe Landtag meets comparatively infrequently, making attending the 
individual sessions more important. This pro position is supported by the high levels of attend
ance overall . 

T he party-level averages are similar to the grand mean. N otably, ehe new right-wing populist 
party AtD, which emered ehe Landtag for the first time in 2016, exhibits the highest attendance 
levels. T his observation nicely aligns wich existing research, which has suggested that the AtD 
values public appeals in the plenary over substamive wo rk in the committees (Ruhose, 2019; 
Schroeder et al„ 2018). 

The second way to assess rhe validity of the attendance data is to split the observations by 
type of parliamemary procedure. In this case, we should expect legislators to attend in greater 
numbers when rhe stakes are high. To examine rhis proposition, Figure 22.3 distinguishes 
between the six main plenary procedures in the Landtag Baden-Württemberg. In addition to 

government declarations, typically delivered by rhe prime minister, and ordinary legislative 
debates, rhe rules of procedure offer four plenary procedures that can be subsumed under the 
heading of parliamentary control instruments : urgem debates, major interpellations, oral ques
tions, and the question hour. They differ in terms of the kind of issue that they address. Oral 
questions and the question hour are scheduled on a regular basis. They allow legislarors to pose 
short oral questions on different topics, which are answered by members of the executive. By 
contrast, maj or interpellations and urgem debates need to be explicitly requested, and they 
dedicare an emire segment of the legislative session to just one issue when the topic is of general 
importance or urgency. 

Figure 22. 3 strongly supports the idea that the stakes of the debate influence plenary attend
ance. The figure shows the attendance distributions by the five parties under the six plenary 
proceedings, along wich the proceeding-specific average values, indicared by ehe dashed lines. 
Comparing rhe four control instruments, we find thar urgem debates and major interpellations 
trigger average attendance values weil over 60 percent, whereas oral questions and the question 
hour only result in an average attendance around 40 percent. Interestingly, there is a notable 
gap between rhe mean atrendance values of ehe AtD and the other parties during oral questions 
and the question hour. Again, this observa tion nicely complements existing research which 
ha highlighted how AtD members focus their efforts on government control and critique 
(Schroeder et al„ 2018). 

In summary, borh perspectives on plenary attendance show high levels of face validity. 
Beyond highlighting how accurate compurer vision has become for detecting and idemify
ing faces , these preliminary analyses pave the way for furure research on legi lative politics 
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Figure 22.3 Share of detected legislators per party in the Landtag by type ofparliamentary procedure 

Note: The figure displays rhe share of parry representatives rhat we re derecred in rhe six types of plenary procedures 
across all 31 sessions. For example. berween 60 and 100 percent ofrhe AfD legislarors attended the urgent debates. 
The dashed verrical lines represent the mean arrendance by parliarnemary procedure. The six parliamenrary pro
cedures are governmem declararion (Regien111gsitifom1a1io11), urgent debare (Akt11elle Debatte), incerpellarion (G roße 
Anfrage), legislative debare (Beratung), oral guesrions (Regierungsbefragung), and guestion hour (Fragest1111de) . 
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using automated video analysis. Without going imo unnecessa ry detail, at least four research 
perspectives could be pursued with the footage imroduced earlier. Fi rst, the aggregate figures 
have clearly hown how plenary attendance reflects political importance. T he analysis co uld be 
extended t0 srudy political importance attributions for specific issues among parties or indi
vidual legislat0rs. Second, the data speak tO a research agenda on the determinants oflegislat0r 
efforts with a particular empha i on plenary attendance (Arnold et al „ 2014; Bernecker, 2014; 
Besley & Larcinese, 2011). The video footage can provide a more nuanced perspective on 
plenary attendance by moving beyond the coarser measures based on absences during roll call 
votes. Third, a broad !iterature has analyzed the networks among legislators. Lacking a direct 
measure for legislator interactions, these contributions have typically focused on proxy meas
ures, such as bill co-sponsorships (Bratton & R ouse, 2011 ; Cho & Fowler, 2010; Fowler, 2006). 
Building on the preliminary analyses presented here, it is po sible to study interactions and 
networks in the parliamentary arena more direcdy. Fourth, the footage could also be reanalyzed 
to study questions beyond the presence or absence of legislators. For instance, one could train 
models to assess the focus of attention or reactions oflegislators in the plenary. In combination 
with the legislator IDs, such a model could inform a number of research questions, for example 
on how female / male legislawrs react t0 female / male speakers or on how members of the politi
cal mainstream react to speakers by the AfD and vice versa. Overall, we hope that these brief 
commems highlight how computer vision can advance our understanding of social phenomena 
and, in the present case, our understanding of legislative politics. 

5 Condusion: Potentials and challenges for the application 
of computer vision in social research 

Computer vision promises tO be a key wo! for empirical social research that co uld impact 
research in a number of subfields. Current applica ti ons have barely scratched the surface of what 
is possible with automated video analysis . ot only have many of the available tools not yet been 
adopted for social science research, there is also a Jot of untapped potential on the data side. 
Digitized video footage is created and published in a variety of settings, and there are numer
ous appli cations beyond th e obvious use ca e of video data from social and traditional media. 
For example, political scholars co uld learn a lot abou t deliberative practices from video record
ings in comrn..ittee settings. Existing research on this question has relied on video recordings of 
committee deliberations that were analyzed with painstaking manual coding procedures (e.g„ 
Nullmeier et al„ 2008; Weihe et al„ 2008) . Automated video analysis could support and expand 
such efforts by enabling a comparative perspective with high reliability at low cost. Another 
major area for the application of automated video analysis in the social science is in the study 
of video foo tage that is explicitly collected for the purpose o f that research. Qualitative research 
on video data frequently does not study footage " from the wild", but analyzes videos that were 
shot for the purpose of coding acto r behavi ors in a second step (H eath et al., 2010). Automated 
video analysis promises to be a disruptive force in this fi eld by enabling research projects on 
much !arger scales . 

D espite the undeniable value of computer vision for social science research, scholars face a 
number of challenges in bringing the available tools to real-world applications . First, in some 
research applications, the first step is choosing which material to include in the study. Particu
larly when studying foo tage from social or traditional media , only a - potentially sma11- subset 
of the footage might be relevant fo r the research problem. In principle, the same tools we use 
for classifying the data can also be used for distinguishing between the relevant and the irrelevant 
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material. For example, in a research application on political protests, we can use neural networks 

to classify whether a segment contains protest footage . 

Second, real-world applications of computer vision in the social sciences are often more 

complex than the case studies in computer science. Whereas applications in computer science 
tend to zero in on one particular problem, real-world applications need to deal with multiple 

problems at once. Following up on the case study outlined in the previous section, we might 

not only be interested in detecting and identifying legislators, but we might also be interested 

in classifying their parliamentary behaviors, which would require addi tional classification steps . 

While this is technically possible, the ambiguities associated with a research project increase as 

more classification steps are added, in our case from face detection to face recognition to activ
iry recognition. 

Third, the simplest way to conduct automated video analysis is to rely on pretrained models 

to assign the footage to common categories of interest. The downside of using out-of-the-box 
solutions is that the categories are often too blunt to speak to our research questions. Therefore, 

to improve the results, it is often preferable to train a model for the specific research problem, 

which means having to manually code a portion of the material to ensure that the categories for 
the classification fit the research problem. 

Fourth, privacy considerations and formal privacy rules and regulations are an important 

factor to consider when analyzing real-world video footage using automated video analysis . In 

light of the many applicatio ns of computer vision for the purposes oflaw enforcement, the gen

eral public has become increasingly aware of these technologies and wary of the possibilities for 

their use and abuse. Therefore, along with stricter rules on other forms ofbig data analysis, it is 
likely that computer vision will continu e to be a controversial technology, potentially resulting 
in stricter limitations on its use. At the very least, privacy laws, such as the European General 

D ata Protection R egulation, frequently mandate the storage of the resulting data on secured 

servers, creating added levels of difficulry when engaging with video data. 

These challenges notwithstanding, we hope that this chapter has highlighted the potentials 

of automared video analysis for the social sciences and how the available computer vision tools 
might support research in diverse areas . 

Notes 

We are grateful to Morten Harmening, Felix Münchow, and Marie-Lou Sohnius for excellent research 
assistance. Funding for this project was provided by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft through the 
Sondeiforschu11gsbereich 884 "The Political Economy ofReforms". 

2 Available at https: //github.com/ CMU-Perceptual-Computing-Lab/openpose 
3 Available in the torchvision package at https:/ / pytorch.org/vision/ stable/index.html 
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